On May 2, 2023, the LA Times reported on a “study” regarding franchised restaurants and the issue of homelessness. The Service Employees International Union paid $50,000 to the report authors. As the trade association representing franchised restaurants told the LA Times, “the report is not a scientific study, but an advocacy piece with zero credibility because the numbers were manipulated.”

Special interests and politicians in the legislature are waging a sustained attack seeking to destroy the franchised restaurant model, all with the goal of fueling their union growth agenda.

Local franchised restaurants employ 556,000 Californians, nearly 80% of whom are women and people of color. Local franchised restaurants provide competitive pay, benefits and opportunities for advancement.

FACT:

California is home to more than 15,000 franchised restaurants in virtually every community across the state.

FACT:

The franchised restaurant model provides a unique opportunity for women, people of color, immigrants and veterans to become small business owners – 31% of franchised restaurants are minority owned.
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Please, learn more at StopAB1228.com
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